
Data & Analytics Planning for 2021 
For Federal Government leaders, FY 2021 is just around the corner. That means it’s time to revisit 

your data analytics plans for the coming year. Here are a few steps to consider. 

Start with certainties and uncertainties, risk, volatility, constraints. We face the usual 

uncertainties of the budget. What will it look like? When will we get it? Then there’s the 

COVID-19 pandemic…the economy…the close-out of the current administration…the election 

cycle revealing new taxpayer priorities. Write down the biggest concerns. Use statistical 

analysis to estimate probabilities (P) and impact (I). Do the math, what does (P * I = _)? Do 

you need to establish new data feeds to operationalize your estimates? 

Visualize winning. How will you measure success in FY 2021? What are the most important 

strategic and operational mission outcomes you will deliver? What evidence will you produce 

to document those outcomes? Do you have the data you need to support robust leading 

indicators of performance? What part of your Agency’s Learning Agenda will you accomplish? 

How will you set yourself up for greater success in FY2022? 

Prioritize ruthlessly. Next, assume the environment turns the wrong way. Resources are even 

more constrained. Windows of opportunity shrink or close. Now review and reprioritize your 

agenda. What do your confidence intervals tell you must get done in a worst-case scenario? 

Are your current Precision and Recall good enough to support decision-making? What 

analytics need to improve/evolve? Be utterly cynical and equally unambiguous. Rank your 

priorities from there: what new techniques must you absolutely adopt and adapt? What are 

your ‘must-have’ new technologies? And above all else, what change management levers are you 

going to pull to consolidate your Agency’s shift to a culture of evidence-centered decision-making?  

Use scenarios as a pressure test. Identify three to five factors that could have a material 

impact on your decisions. Focus on the “local and adjacent neighborhoods”, issues specific to 

your Agency’s mission and stakeholders. Frame out contrasting scenarios based on shifting 

resources & priorities. What’s common between the scenarios that you can start doing now? 

What’s unique to each scenario, and what evidence will signal which scenario you’re in? 

Consider creating a scenario dashboard with live data feeds to track and expose the situation. 

Launch and run with agility. Orient performance monitoring around leading indicators and 

shorter milestones. Schedule a managerial cadence that revisits indicators objectively at the 

speed-of-relevance. Release resources rapidly as uncertainties clarify and scenarios dictate. 

Priorities matter, but don’t let them trigger analysis-paralysis and become a barrier to rapid 

action as circumstances change. FY21 success will demand adapting to a rapidly changing 

environment.  


